
MUVI™ Q-SERIES DRONE WITH 3D 
CAMERA GIMBAL AND WI-FI 
The new MUVI™ Q-Series Drone is incredibly easy to fly using the 
supplied wireless controller with smartphone cradle, and features 
a 3D gimbal compatible with Veho and GoPro cameras for smooth 
recording. You can also use the follow-me wrist mounted sensor 
included to let the Q-Series do the flying for you, while the auto 
locking motors and propellers ensure safety and security whilst  
in flight. 

*No camera is included as standard.

VQD-002-Q1 $899.99

MUVI™ K-SERIES HANDS FREE WI-FI  
ACTION CAMERA 
The MUVI™ K2 NPNG takes handsfree video capture to the next level. The 
enhanced MUVI™ K2 XA-7 Achilles chipset extends your options for filming 
with a top specification of 1080p @ 60 FPS using 19Mbits/sec. The MUVI™ 
K2 NPNG also comes ready for watersports including the new waterproof 
case capable of operating at depths of 100 metres (330 feet) and is bundled 
with the detachable LCD screen, 8GB memory, helmet front mount and is 
packed into a reusable protective carry case.

VCC-006-K2NPNG $249.99

MUVI™ HD PRO HANDS FREE  
ACTION CAMERA
The MUVI™ HD Pro is designed for a professional use, and 
comes equipped with a Sensa Wireless Remote, 1.5 inch 
viewing screen and a Universal In-Car Mounting Kit. Used 
by top security companies and personnel around the 
world, the MUVI™ HD Pro is able to capture the footage 
that CCTV might miss and has been specially designed 
for fields such as Security, Surveillance, Military, Law 
Enforcement & Emergency Services, Stadium Control & 
Safety, Evidence Collecting and POV Broadcast media.

VCC-005-MUVI-HDPRO $199.99

hd pro

CHEST HARNESS MOUNT 
 The MUVI™ Chest harness allows you to  
mount the K-Series either with or without  
the Waterproof Case with either a forward 
view or upward facial view.

VCC-A016-HSM $39.99

MUVI™ MICRO PRO 
WATERPROOF CASE 
Protect your MUVI™ Micro Pro from the 
worst of weather conditions with this fully 
waterproof case. The MUVI™ remains fully 
operational while encased in the sealed unit 
and can be started/stopped by the external 
sealed button. 

VCC-A002-WPC $19.99

K-SERIES SPRING CLIP 
The K-Series Spring Clip allows you to quickly 
mount your K-Series camera and features 
a 360° rotating design to help you get the 
optimal camera angle.

VCC-A042-SC $24.99

K-SERIES SPARE BATTERY
The MUVI™ K-Series spare battery allows 
you to add a further 4 hours of recording by 
instantly changing the K-Series replaceable 
battery.

VCC-A034-SB $19.99

SHOULDER STRAP MOUNT
The K-Series Shoulder Mount offers a secure 
and stable recording platform when chest 
mounting is not an option. Includes a quick 
release option and large fully-adjustable 
Velcro style straps for flexible fitting.

VCC-A047-SSM $29.99

PEBBLE™ EXPLORER 
8400MAH PORTABLE 
CHARGER 
The Explorer is designed to charge tablets 
in the most efficient way. This means that 
your tablet power is replaced as quickly as 
possibly when you’re low on charge and 
away from a mains source.

VPP-005-EXP $39.99

MUVI™ MICRO PRO 
CAMCORDER
The unique micro design enables digital 
video recording in situations where it may 
not be possible to use standard camcorders. 
Includes time/date stamp and 4GB memory 
card as standard. 

VCC-003-MUVI-PRO $59.99

K-SERIES PROTECTIVE 
SILICONE CASE - 4 PACK 
Protect your MUVI™ K-Series from rain, dust 
and scratches with this 4 pack of weatherproof 
silicone cases. When covered the camera is 
still fully functional and operational, including 
access to the record button and Wi-Fi switch.

VCC-A044-KSC $29.99

K-SERIES WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL
The Wi-Fi Remote Control allows you to 
remotely connect to your K-Series camcorder 
for handsfree recording. Use the Wi-Fi remote 
to access all of the K-Series’ functions.

VCC-A036-WR $49.99
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